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Welcome to the future of collaborative, 
embedded professional learning and development. 

LEARNING SPRINTS
PROGRAM

If we are to lift the learning outcomes of diverse students 
we must invest in developing the individual and 
collective expertise of teachers. While in recent years 
there has been much e�ort and investment in teacher 
collaboration and professional learning, educators are 
still struggling to translate this into improvements in 
teacher practice.

Learning Sprints provides a simple, e�ective and 
�eld-tested approach to support your teachers  in 
continually enhancing their practice. 

Learning Sprints is an organisational routine that 
supports robust teacher team learning. It consists of 
three phases: Prepare, Sprint and Review. During 
‘Prepare’, teams engage in rich dialogue about student 
learning and consider relevant research to identify a 
precise focus for improvement work. They then go into 
the ‘Sprint’ phase, where they test out their new learning 
through short, manageable cycles of teaching in the 
classroom. A Learning Sprint ends with explicit ‘Review’: 
analysis of the evidence of student progress, and 
consideration of how to transfer new pedagogical 
knowledge and skills into future practice.

Engagement in Learning Sprints supports the adoption of 
evidence-informed practices and enables educators to 
collectively plan, act and evaluate their impact . The 
approach is aligned with the existing research evidence 
into the features of e�ective teacher professional learning 
and the science of behaviour change. 

At Learning Sprints, our mantra is “If it doesn’t work for 
teachers, it doesn’t work”. The Learning Sprints process has 
been designed to be simple, relevant and manageable for 
already overloaded teachers and their leaders. Most of all, it 
is designed to be be adaptable to your school context and 
focused on the challenges speci�c to your classrooms and 
learners.

We welcome you to join our international community of 
over 300 schools and 2,000 educators by participating in 
one of our Learning Sprints Programs

Together, we can take the small steps that add up to 
enormous gains in teacher e�cacy and expertise.

Towards better learning,

Dr Simon Breakspear

PREPARE SPRINT REVIEW
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The Learning Sprints approach is a simple yet powerful teacher learning and continuous practice improvement 
process.

THROUGH LEARNING SPRINTS, EDUCATORS CAN:

Better identify and address their students’ most pressing learning 
needs

Make more e�ective use of available team collaboration time, 
supported by clear tools and protocols

Bene�t from more relevant, job embedded professional learning 
that focuses on practical teaching and learning challenges in 
their classrooms

More e�ectively share and spread best practices 

Better adopt and embed the use of research-informed practice 
and evaluate their impact through formative assessment 

Deepen their pedagogical content knowledge and be inspired to 
continually improve

Build trust within and across teacher teams and take collective 
action to help each other to improve 

The Benefits of
Learning Sprints
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FOUNDATIONS OF LEARNING SPRINTS

This dynamic 1-day workshop provides system, school and teacher leaders with a thorough understanding 
of the Learning Sprints approach. Participants will be introduced to the Learning Sprints process and 
toolkit, and leave equipped with the knowledge of what makes for successful school implementation.

Our program begins with online prior learning through access to our Learning Sprints video course, tools 
and downloadable templates. The intensive in-person workshop will help to apply and embed this new 
learning so participants feel con�dent to apply it within their own unique context. 

1-Day Program

OVERVIEW

System, School and Teacher Leaders who would like an 
initial overview of the Learning Sprints approach.

Provide teams with an overview of the Learning 
Sprints approach to enhancing teacher team 
learning and embedding practice improvement

Introduce teams to the Learning Sprints tools, to 
help teams to:

THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO

better target learners and outcomes based on 
data

Provide leaders with practical strategies 
and a clear checklist of steps to successful 
implementation of Learning Sprints 
within their unique educational context

analyse the reasons why students aren’t making 
progress

design evidence-informed approaches to 
support student engagement progress

assess the impact of their practice 
improvements

WHO IS THIS PROGRAM FOR?
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LEADING LEARNING SPRINTS

Building on the 1-day Foundations of Learning Sprints Program, this highly practical program provides 
senior, middle and teacher leaders with the practical knowledge and tools to con�dently lead Learning 
Sprints with their teacher teams.

Participants will connect the design of the Learning Sprints process to the research literature on e�ective 
professional learning, developing teacher expertise, and behavioural change. They will also plan and run 
their �rst prototype Sprint.

1-Day Program

OVERVIEW

School, Middle and Teacher Leaders who want to develop 
the capability to lead the implementation of Learning 
Sprints in their school, & who have completed the 1-day 
Foundations of Learning Sprints program.

Equip leaders to implement Learning Sprints in 
their school context

Guide leaders to identify the focus for student 
learning improvement, based on evidence of 
where learners are facing key challenges.

Enable team leaders to plan and run their �rst 
Learning Sprints

THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO

Introduce leading research on e�ective 
professional learning, teacher expertise 
and behaviour change, and show how to 
apply it to school improvement work

WHO IS THIS PROGRAM FOR?
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EXPANDING LEARNING SPRINTS

Building on the 1-Day Leading Learning Sprints Program, participants will explore real-life examples of how 
Learning Sprints has been implemented across di�erent educational settings and engage in peer review 
and feedback to share learning and solve common challenges.

1-Day Program

OVERVIEW

School, Middle and Teacher 
Leaders who have completed 
the 1-day Leading Learning 
Sprints program & now wish  
to embed the process 
school-wide.

THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO

assess the impact of their practice 
improvements

Show how Learning Sprints has been 
implemented across di�erent educational 
settings

design evidence-informed approaches to 
support student engagement, and progress

analyse the reasons why students aren’t 
making progress

better target learners and outcomes 
based on data

WHO IS THIS PROGRAM FOR?

Provide a deeper knowledge of how to use 
the Learning Sprints tools to help teams to: 
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LEARNING SPRINTS COLLECTIVE IMPACT

The Learning Sprints Collective Impact Program combines all three 1-day workshops including the 
Foundations of Learning Sprints, Leading Learning Sprints and Expanding Learning Sprints workshops. 
This program can be run as three seperate workshop days  or as a 2+1.  

The Learning Sprints Collective Impact program aims to support schools to embed the Learning Sprints 
process in their schools over a 6-9 month period. By engaging in the program, schools can build a 
sustainable ongoing routine for teacher learning and continuous practice improvement. 

6-9 Month Program (3-workshops)

OVERVIEW

WHO IS THIS PROGRAM FOR?

THIS PROGRAM ACHIEVES THIS BY

Supporting schools to de�ne an area of focus for their learning sprints that is tied to their 
improvement plan

Establishing a process in schools that builds routines for evidence-informed teacher 
collaboration and practice improvement

Providing school and middle leaders with the leadership skills and knowledge they need to 
facilitate the process on an ongoing basis

Ensuring that evidence of teacher practice improvement and student progress are captured 
during the program and built into a review of impact at the end of the program

Consistent with the Learning Sprints approach, the program is designed to be highly practical, 
collaborative and job-embedded.

1.

2.

3.

4.

“This program has really given 
me a frame work for thinking 

through and developing 
strategic ways in which to 
improve student learning.”

“Easy to implement as it keeps 
goals small and therefore 
achievable. This process is 

collaborative and will not be an 
extra burden on sta�.”

“Well researched, detailed and 
relevant professional 

development. Works in very 
well with where our school is 

heading. Powerful!”



What our clients say
about Learning Sprints

“It’s very practical and has given me a clear process 
and tools to implement immediately.”

“The program was great – it was the best, most 
practical professional development day I’ve been to 
in ages! Working with “sprints” with our teachers has 
been very successful and I look forward to moving 
from implementing the “prototype Sprint” to the 
real deal.”

“I really appreciate the structure of the program and 
the time for exploring and then ‘diving deep’ to talk, 
share and draw on the collective knowledge of the 
group. I love the model – it’s probably the most 
logical, sensible and ‘do-able’ approach I’ve seen to 
improvement – the missing piece.”

“This program has helped me focus more on 
framing problems worth solving and not getting 
stuck on the work that doesn’t make a serious 
impact upon children’s learning”

“The Sprints process makes so much sense because 
they are small periods of time, of really deliberate 
intense action, that teachers engage in based on an 
outcome that they have chosen.”

“A fantastic tool that will help 

guide my upper grades through 

a data to informed practice 

approach to their teaching 

and learning”
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Founded by Dr Simon Breakspear, Learning Sprints partners with educators globally to help them to 
develop the capacity to continuously improve and adapt. 

We have a global faculty of leading practitioners and advisors who help to build the capabilities of 
leaders to maximise their impact on learning and teaching. 

Our methods are used by leading schools across Australia, Asia, North America and the Middle East. Our 
clients include the Alberta Teachers’ Association, the Qatar Foundation, and Australian Departments of 
Education. 

facebook.com/learningsprints

twitter.com/learningsprint

instagram.com/learningsprints

About
Learning Sprints

CONTACT US

e.  team@learningsprints.org

FOLLOW US

...and many more schools and school systems across the globe.
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